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Features This
#H5HTravelerPrix2019 S'Hash is a
vintage compact of the Spanish
design house, H5HT. The model
features a rose gold and white gold
plated case with a turquoise dial
adorned with tonal marker and
index. Pull out the chronograph
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from the case to use the watch as a
timer. Also included is an 18k white
gold box clasp and straps, all
individually numbered. Reference
312855 Presented with a certificate
of authenticity Hand Crafted in
Switzerland Complimentary
Insurance (PLUSPAY). See our
policies for details. Estimated
delivery within: Estimated delivery
time: Great Quality This is a high
quality timepiece and the
movement is perfectly compatible
with modern divers. I bought the
watch from IWC's timepiece
specialist, and it's in great shape. If
you were to compare it to a modern
Diver's watch it has a similar size
but feels a little more substantial.
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James, United Kingdom Ultramodern yet classic I initially
purchased this watch because of
the design and the blued steel
case. The blued steel is just
gorgeous. The whole design oozes
1960s fashion and the history of the
brand. Unfortunately, it's just too
short to wear during the day. The
length and weight does not
compensate for the vintage styling,
so the pieces 6d1f23a050
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